
Outfield Basics 
Successfully catching a fly ball is a significant challenge for any player. Practice this fundamental skill regularly to develop 

the hand eye coordination and confidence needed to catch balls hit in the air. To reduce fear, feel free to use tennis 

balls, whiffle balls or very soft baseballs for the younger age groups.  

Skill Progression to Catch Fly Balls 
1. Ready Position 

a. Athletic position – feet wider than shoulder width, knees slightly bent, hips flexed, weight slightly 

forward, glove out with pocket facing batter and eyes on batter 

2. Drop step or Cross Over Step 

a. If player determines the fly ball will land behind them, take crop step and create a good angle to the ball 

b. If ball is hit directly to outfielders side or towards the infield, execute a cross over step to create a good 

angle to the ball 

3. Move or Travel to the Ball 

a. Keep eyes on the baseball as you travel to the ball 

b. Avoid running with your glove extended until ready to make the catch 

4. (Advanced) Move through the Ball 

a. Introduce the concept of working through a fly ball to gain momentum towards their throwing target 

b. Move to spot behind where you will catch the ball 

c. When ball is nearing the ground, fielder should move forward through the ball to make the catch 

5. Catch the Ball 

a. Raise glove in front of their head and open glove 

b. Let ball travel to the glove and squeeze it firmly once enters glove - do NOT stab or jump at it 

c. Place throwing hand on top of the ball to secure in place 

d. Have players catch on their glove side until they gain more confidence, then encourage to catch in front 

of them 

6. (Advanced) Crow Hop 

a. Helps throw the baseball with more velocity and distance 

b. As ball is caught, fielder should simultaneously drive their back leg forward towards the target 

c. Focusing on driving forward and not jumping up 

7. Power Position 

a. Front shoulder, elbow, toe and side of the front hip should all be pointing towards target 

8. Throw the Ball 

9. Follow Through 

Specific Fly Ball Drills 
1. Tennis racket drill 

2. Gently toss or slowly hit fly balls to the fielders glove side 

3. Gently toss or slowly hit fly balls to the glove side so they can catch balls on the run 

4. Stationary crow hop drill  

a. Introduce crow hop with ball in glove and mimic catch a fly ball, crow hop and end up in Power Position 

5. Fly Ball batterns 

a. Throw football routes to have player move to the ball and catch on the run in all directions 

6. Ground balls in the outfield 

7. Focus on drop step for balls hit over players head 

a. Throw balls to work on drop step 

8. Catch and throw to cut off person 



9. Work on cross over and drop step 

a. Do on coach command 
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